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ANNUAL HOROSCOPE

COMMENTS

Dear Ms,

You are presently running the mahdasha of moon till 03-07-2020 and the current antara is of
Ketu till 03-05-2018.

Your Cuspal chart
Your horoscope has two panch mahapurush yogas created by Saturn and Venus. Jupiter is also
in own sign. Moon is debilitated but gets the favourable aspect of Venus.
Moon is afflicted due to ketu`s presence in its sign.

Almost all the planets signify 8th house and 5th house which shows troublesome life.
Moon –Ketu- Sun till 01-12-2017:
Health wise this may be a troubling period. If you are into business then losses are there. If you
are into job then some career hazard may come up-front. You must follow a proper health plan
and diet plan. You may have sleep disorders in this time.
Moon – Ketu- Moon till 19-12-2017:
Avoid making new friends of connections in this period. You will be having some bad incident in
this time; you may become prey to deceit if you are not careful. Career wise this is not a good
time.

Moon- Ketu- Mars till 01-01-2018:

Please be careful with your sitting postures and take care of your spine. You may have some
minor accident or injury in this time. You may have some problem in shoulders. Travels may not
be very fruitful in this time.
Moon- Ketu- Rahu till 02-02-2018:
There seems to be a minor gain but in a broad sense this will be a negative period. There will be
no peace of mind in this time. You will be doing things haphazardly and there will be no positive
outcome of your efforts. Mental irritation will increase in this time.
Moon -Ketu -Jupiter till 01-03-2018:
Jupiter rules your 2nd house and 5th house from the ascendant and is placed in ascendant in
ketu star which is in the 8th cusp. You may reject a good proposal yourself in this time or you
may decline a good proposal related to personal life.
Moon – Ketu- Saturn till 03-04-2018:
Mentally this will be an unhealthy period. Things will not move as you expect them to be. You
will be troubled by health related issues also in this time. There will be a minor dissatisfaction in
your personal life. Business activities, if applicable will not be very fruitful.
Moon-Ketu-Mercury till 03-05-2018:
Be careful with your health and people around you. There can be a theft or loss of costly article
by negligence. You may have skin related disorder. You may gain through hidden sources.
Friends may turn hostile in this time.
Remedies to be followed in Ketu antara
>Wear as locket of kali ji and maintain its sanctity.
> Recite devi kawach in your entire moon mahadasha for overall well being and protection.
> Do not wear any gem stone.
> Offer prayers only after 10:30 pm.
> Try doing yoga asanas like anulom vilom and kapal bhati
VENUS antara till 03-01-2020
Significations of Venus in your horoscope:

Venus is placed in the 7th house; it is in the star of Mars and in sub of Saturn. It is connected
with 7th and 8th houses and may bring health issues in private parts.
Moon- Venus-Venus till 14-08-2018:
Venus rules the 12th house and the 7th house and is a maraka planet for you. You will not have
any major changes in your regular life in this time as planets do not give any results in their own
antaras and pratyantars and the effects surfaces later on.
Moon- Venus- Sun till 14-09-2018:
Hidden gains will be happening in this time. They may be in the form of liquid cash or metals or
relations. You will be having minor health issues and things will be not very smooth at your end.
In career this will be a status quo period mostly except that some people may try to tarnish
your image behind your back.
Moon –Venus- Moon till 03-11-2018:
Some long travel may happen in this time. You will be enjoying this time better than before but
minor health issues and mental tensions will keep a grab on you. Research works will be giving
results and knowledge only will be the way to move ahead in life.
Moon- Venus- Mars till 08-12-2018:
This will be a negative period for you and possibility of venereal infections may happen. There
may be some journeys in this time and new friends may join you in your life to come.
Remedies for Moon Mahadasha
 Buy a fresh small silver glass and pour some milk in it at night and keep it near your head.
In the morning throw the milk in some cactus or other such plant. Do it every day.
 Yoga is a must for you.
 Keep away from white clothes and light a light yellow lamp at night at sleeping time.
 Sleep keeping your head in the north or north east direction.
 Wear a Aquamarine stone of 7 carats in silver in ring finger on Friday.

Best Wishes
Acharya Raman

